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"Web Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no need to learn encryption algorithms, no need to write a piece of CGI script, Web Password Wizard will guide you password protect web page, html page and whole web site in just a few clicks! Here are some key features of "Web Password Wizard": ￭ Password
protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption algorithms to provide best security; ￭
Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page This download is marked as adware because it displays advertisement banners or other type of commercials while running. License: HomePage Web Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no
need to learn encryption algorithms, no need to write a piece of CGI script, Web Password Wizard will guide you password protect web page, html page and whole web site in just a few clicks! Here are some key features of "Web Password Wizard": ￭ Password protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML
files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption algorithms to provide best security; ￭ Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page This download is marked as adware because it
displays advertisement banners or other type of commercials while running
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Web Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no need to learn encryption algorithms, no need to write a piece of CGI script, Web Password Wizard will guide you password protect web page, html page and whole web site in just a few clicks! Here are some key features of "Web Password Wizard": ￭ Password
protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption algorithms to provide best security; ￭
Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page This download is marked as adware because it displays advertisement banners or other type of commercials while running. TotallyNEW Version! TotallyNEW Version! Multi-Threaded, Speed Up & Security! * TotallyNEW Version! TotallyNEW Version! The fastest, safest and most powerful password protection
program. Thanks to our completely new technology, which allows us to make the password protection process faster and safer! * Multi-Threaded, Speed Up & Security! Protect your database using multiple threads for maximum speed. In addition to the traditional encryption algorithm, we added a new AES-256 algorithm, which offers the highest encryption strength! * Secure and Easy to Use! * Automatic Updates for Securing
and Stability TotallyNEW Version! TOTALLY NEW! TotallyNEW Version! TOTALLY NEW! The fastest, safest and most powerful password protection program. Thanks to our completely new technology, which allows us to make the password protection process faster and safer! * Multi-Threaded, Speed Up & Security! Protect your database using multiple threads for maximum speed. In addition to the traditional encryption
algorithm, we added a new AES-256 algorithm, which offers the highest encryption strength! * Secure and Easy to Use! * Automatic Updates for Securing and Stability TotallyNEW Version! 0 3.60 1d6a3396d6
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Password protect web pages with just a few clicks is what "Web Password Wizard" is all about! You can easily protect your favorite web pages and web sites, and you do not need to spend hours or days to do it. "Web Password Wizard" is designed to help everyone protect their favorite web pages, no matter what their purposes are. Its features include: ￭ Password protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ The program also
supports to password protect XML and other special types of web files. ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption
algorithms to provide best security; ￭ Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page What's New in This Version: ￭ Added New: ￭ Now, you can password protect various web files (such as html, xml, web cache, etc.), even you can password protect all web files of your web site with the web manager of "Web Password Wizard". ￭ New: ￭ You can also choose
the web files you want to protect (html, xml, web cache, etc.) in the web manager of "Web Password Wizard". ￭ New: ￭ You can specify the encryption algorithms you want to use (AES-128, AES-192, AES-256). ￭ Fixed ￭ No more "memory error" while running; ￭ Not need to add " ;" at the end of your browser search string any more; ￭ No more "the password I use is not correct" error; ￭ No more "does not support web server"
error; ￭ No more "It seems that the AD path is wrong" error; ￭ Fixed ￭ The program no longer will ask user to add " ;" after AD path any more; ￭ The program no longer will ask the user to specify AD path any more

What's New in the Web Password Wizard?

Web Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no need to learn encryption algorithms, no need to write a piece of CGI script, Web Password Wizard will guide you password protect web page, html page and whole web site in just a few clicks! Here are some key features of "Web Password Wizard": ￭ Password
protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption algorithms to provide best security; ￭
Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page ￭ Your login password should be different from your password for the program. Description: Web Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no need to learn encryption algorithms, no need to
write a piece of CGI script, Web Password Wizard will guide you password protect web page, html page and whole web site in just a few clicks! Here are some key features of "Web Password Wizard": ￭ Password protect HTML files in just a few clicks! ￭ Manage more than 100 user groups and more than 1000 users in each group. ￭ Each user group has its own rights to HTML files. ￭ After login, users belong to different groups
will be led to different web pages. ￭ Supports all kinds of web servers, does not require CGI, ASP, PHP, Web DB support or any special web software. ￭ Strong encryption algorithms to provide best security; ￭ Encrypt HTML source code. ￭ Easy to use wizard style interface Limitations: ￭ AD banner on the protected web page ￭ Your login password should be different from your password for the program. Description: Web
Password Wizard is a useful program that can password protect web pages with just a few clicks! No need to learn complicated perl, php, ASP and Web database, no need to learn encryption algorithms, no
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System Requirements For Web Password Wizard:

- Windows 10 64-bit version of Windows 10 (operating system only); - Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 64-bit version of Windows (operating system only); - 2 GHz or faster processor; - 4 GB RAM (8 GB RAM recommended for 64-bit editions); - DirectX 11 graphics card or later; - A monitor that is at least 1366×768 resolution and has a refresh rate of at least 60 Hz; - 20 GB available space for installation. NOTICE: For 32-bit
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